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Line Dancers

Rhinestone

Virginie Barjaud
RUN- Thom Shepherd
Intermédiate
64 counts - 2 walls - 2 restarts

Sequence 1 Cross , back, rock step back ,1/2 turn, hold , 1/2 turn , hold
1-2
Cross right in front of left foot , step left back
3-4
Rock step on the right back (weigth on the right foto), return on the left foot
5-6
1/2 turn to the left with right foot back, hold
7-8
1/2 turn to the left with left foot forward , hold
Sequence 2 Side Rock Cross 1/4 turn, 1/4 turn step back, 1/2 turn right, hold, step , stomp
1-2
right foot forward 1/4 turn to the left (weigth on step right), back with weight on the left foot
3-4
Cross right in front of left foot, 1/4 turn to the right with left foot back
5-6
1/2 turn to the right with right step forward, hold
7-8
left step forward, right stomp forward
Sequence 3 Swivels (twice) , 1/2 turn right kick, right step, left scuff, left side, right touch
1-2
Heels to the right, return to the middle
3-4
Heels to the right, 1/2 turn right with right kick forward
5-6
Step right Forward, left scuff
7-8
Step left to the left, touch with right point behind left foot (in 3rd wall replace Right point by Right Scuff)
Sequence 4 Right grapevine, hold, cross rock back, side , stomp
1-2
Right foot on the right, cross left behind right
3-4
Right foot on the right (with slide), hold
5-6
Cross left foot behind right (weight on the left), return with the weight the right foot
7-8
Step left to the left side, Stomp right foot beside left
Sequence 5 Monterey 1/4 turn, 3/4 turn right hitch, right step, left kick , left brush back
1-2
Right point to the right, return with right foot with 1/4 turn right
3-4
Left Point to the left, return with left point beside right foot
5-6
Right hitch 3/4 turn right, step right forward
7-8
Left kick, left brush back
Sequence 6 Left step lock back, right Kick, right rock back, stomp, hold
1-2
Step left back, return with right in front of left foot
3-4
Step left back, right kick
5-6
(jumping) right foot back (weight on the right and kick left foot), left foot back
7-8
Right stomp, hold
Sequence 7 Right grapevine, cross, 1/4 rock step, 1/4 step, left scuff
1-2
Right foot on the right, cross left behind right
3-4
Right foot on the right , cross left in front of right foot
5-6
1/4 to the right right step forward (weight on the right) , return with weight on left foot
7-8
1/4 to the right step right forward, left scuff (in 6th wall replace by left Stomp)
Sequence 8 Left vaudeville, left step, right kick, right brush, right stomp, hold
1-2
Cross left in front of right foot, step right back
3-4
Left Heel, left Step on the left
5-6
Right kick, right brusch
7-8
Right stomp, hold
Restart 1
Restart 2

3rd wall - sequence 3 - replace count 8 by Right Scuff
6th wall -sequence 7 - replace count 8 by Left stomp
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